The Center for Applied Cyber Education is the only facility of its kind offering an interdisciplinary approach to cyber education. This innovative center unites the cyber forensics capabilities of Armstrong’s state-of-the-art Cyber Security Research Institute with acclaimed programs including IT cyber security, criminal justice-cyber crime, political science, and law and society.

The Center for Applied Cyber Education is not a research institute; it is an applied research experience that gives undergraduates the ability to work hands-on in a lab facility fostering a new-age approach to cyber education. Forget traditional “war games” — this center has developed red team vs. blue team multi-tiered simulations that pull together the full spectrum of cyber education in a single exercise.

Strategic Partnerships
Armstrong’s Cyber Security Research Institute has established partnerships with local and federal law enforcement agencies through the work of Armstrong’s Cyber Forensics Division. These partners include the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Secret Service, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, the Drug Enforcement Agency, the U.S. Marshals Office, the U.S. Postal Inspection Service, the Naval Criminal Investigative Service, and local and state law enforcement agencies.

Degrees Offered
- Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice with a Cyber Crime Track
- Associate of Science, Cyber Security Track
- Master of Science in Criminal Justice
- Undergraduate Certificate in Cyber Security
- Graduate Certificate in Cyber Crime
- Interdisciplinary Minor in Cyber Security
- Minor in Cyber Crime

More Info
For more information about Armstrong’s Center for Applied Cyber Education and to learn how you can get involved, contact:

Peter Hoffman
912.877.1904
peter.hoffman@armstrong.edu